
 

 
 

Note: This document is a consolidation of the Controlled Border for Western Australia 
(Directions), incorporating amendments up to those made by the Controlled Border for 
Western Australia Amendment Directions (No 15) given on 19 February 2021.  

This document is provided for ease of reference only. This document does not itself constitute 
a direction made under the Emergency Management Act 2005 and does not replace, supersede 
or otherwise affect the validity of any direction made by the State Emergency Coordinator 
under the Emergency Management Act 2005. 

Persons wishing to ascertain their legal rights and obligations should do so by reference to the 
Directions and any directions which make amendments or modifications to those Directions. 
Those legal instruments are available at https://www.wa.gov.au/government/document-
collections/covid-19-coronavirus-state-of-emergency-declarations
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ACT 2005 (WA) 

 
Sections 67, 70 and 72A 

 
CONTROLLED BORDER FOR WESTERN AUSTRALIA DIRECTIONS  
 

The World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic on 11 March 2020. 

On 15 March 2020, the Minister for Emergency Services declared a state of emergency with 

effect from 12 a.m. on 16 March 2020 in respect of the pandemic caused by COVID-19 

pursuant to section 56 of the Emergency Management Act 2005 (WA) (Act) (State of 

Emergency). The State of Emergency applies to the State of Western Australia. 

I, Christopher John Dawson, Commissioner of Police and State Emergency Coordinator, now 

give the following directions pursuant to my powers under sections 67, 70 and 72A of the Act. 

PREAMBLE 

1. The purpose of these directions is to prevent the importation of COVID-19 into Western 

Australia, to otherwise limit the spread of COVID-19 in Western Australia and to 

facilitate the management of people coming into Western Australia during the State of 

Emergency. 

CITATION 

2. These directions may be referred to as the Controlled Border for Western Australia 

Directions. 

COMMENCEMENT  

3. These directions come into effect at 12.01am on 14 November 2020. 

DIRECTIONS 

Entry to Western Australia  

4. A person must not enter Western Australia if the person:  

(a) has symptoms; or 

(b) has received oral or written notice from a responsible officer that the person 



 

 
 

is a close contact; or  

(c) is awaiting a test result after having been tested; or  

(d) has received a positive test and has not received evidence from a medical 

practitioner or a responsible officer certifying that the person has recovered 

from COVID-19 within the meaning of the COVID-19 Series of National 

Guidelines, 

unless that person has been given approval to enter Western Australia by the Chief 

Health Officer, or any other person authorised by the Chief Health Officer for that 

purpose, which approval may be given subject to terms and conditions. 

Note: This paragraph prohibits entry to a person whether the person was tested in Western 

Australia or elsewhere or whether the person was notified of a positive test or that he or she 

was a close contact in Western Australia or elsewhere.  

Requirements Applicable to All Persons Entering Western Australia   

5. Any person who proposes to enter or enters Western Australia must, for each entry into 

Western Australia:  

(a) truthfully and accurately complete a G2G Pass Declaration before the person 

enters Western Australia; and  

(b) in the event of a change in circumstances, truthfully and accurately complete 

an updated G2G Pass Declaration before the person enters Western Australia; 

and 

(c) present a G2G Pass Entry QR Code if required at their point of entry to 

Western Australia; and  

(d) complete a health screen.  

Note: The information provided in the G2G Pass Declaration will assist in ensuring you are 

given the appropriate quarantine requirements or directions for your circumstances, and in 

emergency management including contact tracing in the event of an outbreak of COVID-19.  

Note: People can complete the G2G Pass Declaration by accessing the G2G Pass Platform at 

https://www.g2gpass.com.au or by downloading the G2G Pass app from the App store for 

Apple devices and Google Play for Android devices 

5A. If, after a person has entered Western Australia, the person is informed by authorities in 

https://www.g2gpass.com.au/


 

 
 

another Australian State or Territory that they are a close contact, the person must 

immediately: 

(a) telephone 13 COVID (13 268 43) and tell the operator that they have been 

informed that they are a close contact by authorities in another Australian State 

or Territory; and 

(b) comply with the Quarantine and Isolation (Undiagnosed) Directions (No 2) as 

if the person had been informed by a relevant officer that they are a close 

contact. 

5B. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in a specified arrangement, a person who is 

subject to a specified arrangement must comply with paragraph 5A. 

Requirement For Some Travellers to Undertake Self-Quarantine  

6. A person other than an international arrival who, in the 14 days before the person enters 

Western Australia:  

(a) has been in a restricted location; or 

(b) has been in New Zealand and another Australian State or Territory; or 

(c) has knowingly been in direct contact with a person who, in the 14 day period 

prior to the direct contact, had been in a restricted location or a place outside of 

Australia,  

must comply with the self-quarantine requirements unless:  

(d) an authorised officer directs otherwise; or 

(e) the person is subject to a specified arrangement; or 

(f) the person has been given a modified quarantine direction.  

Note: Even if you have not been in a restricted location, you will still need to self-quarantine 

if you have knowingly been in direct contact with a person who has been in a restricted 

location, namely Victoria, or another place outside of Australia. Direct contact is defined in 

the definitions section of these directions. 

6A. A person to whom paragraph 6 of these directions applies must not enter Western 

Australia by road other than at Kununurra or Eucla unless that person has obtained 

written approval to enter Western Australia by road at another location from me as the 



 

 
 

State Emergency Coordinator or any other person authorized by me for that purpose.  

Note: For the avoidance of doubt, the requirements set out in paragraph 6A does not apply to 

a person who is a driver for the purposes of the Transport, Freight and Logistics Directions 

(No 2). 

International Arrivals to Undertake Centre Quarantine 

7. An international arrival who enters Western Australia must comply with the centre 

quarantine requirements unless:  

(a) an authorised officer directs otherwise; or 

(b) the person is subject to a specified arrangement. 

Modified Quarantine Directions  

8. A person who receives a modified quarantine direction must comply with that direction.  

General Obligation to Comply  

9. A person who enters Western Australia must also comply with any other direction given 

to them by an authorised officer. 

Children  

10. If a person to whom paragraphs 6 or 7 of these directions applies is a child, the parent 

or parents who travelled with the child or into whose care the child is released must, 

unless otherwise directed, comply with the children requirements after the parent or 

parents enter Western Australia or take the child into their care and not with paragraph 6 

or 7. 

Variation or Revocation of Requirements or Directions  

11. Without limiting any power of an authorised officer to do so more generally, an 

authorised officer may vary or revoke any requirement or direction to which a person is 

subject under or pursuant to these directions, including the quarantine requirements, 

if:  

(a) the variation relates to the location of where the person is undertaking a period 

of quarantine; or  



 

 
 

(b) before entering Western Australia the person completed a 14 day period of 

supervised quarantine in another State or Territory without displaying any 

symptoms; and  

(c) the person travelled directly from the place at which they undertook supervised 

quarantine to the airport; and 

(d) the person enters Western Australia no longer than 12 hours after completing 

the period of supervised quarantine described in subparagraph (b);  and  

(e) the person produces evidence to the satisfaction of an authorised officer or 

relevant officer that the person completed the period of supervised quarantine 

described in subparagraph (b).  

DEFINITIONS  

12. Affected aircraft means an aircraft which originated from a place outside of Western 

Australia.  

13. Affected vessel means a vessel:  

(a) whose last port was outside Western Australia; or  

(b) which, after leaving its last port, embarked a person (other than from a port or 

other land in Western Australia) who had contact or had the opportunity to have 

contact with any person on the vessel, irrespective of whether the person 

embarked as a crew member or a passenger or for any other reason; and  

(c) includes a vessel which is in port in Western Australia when these directions 

come into effect and if these directions had been in effect at the time the vessel 

came into that port, the vessel would have been an affected vessel under either 

subparagraphs (a) or (b) of this definition. 

14. Aircraft includes any vehicle for travelling by air.  

15. Authorised officer has the same meaning that it has in the Act.  

16. Change in circumstances occurs where any one or more of the matters stated in the 

persons G2G Pass Declaration has changed between the date of completion of their G2G 

Pass Declaration and the date of their entry into Western Australia.  

17. Centre quarantine requirements means the requirements set out in Schedule 2 to these 

directions.  



 

 
 

18. Child means a person under the age of 18 years.  

19. Children requirements means the requirements set out in Schedule 3 to these directions. 

20. Close contact when used as a verb means to have, and when used as a noun means a 

person (A) who has had, "close contact" with a person (B), as the term "close contact" is 

used in the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) CDNA National Guidelines for 

Public Health Units from time to time.  

21. Declaration means a declaration as to whether:  

(a) the person has been in a restricted location or a place outside if Australia in the 

14 days before the person enters Western Australia; or 

(b) in the 14 days before the person enters Western Australia, the person has 

knowingly been in direct contact with a person who has been in a restricted 

location or a place outside of Australia in the same period; or 

(c) the person has received oral or written notice from a responsible officer that the 

person is a close contact; or  

(d) the person has symptoms; or  

(e) the person is awaiting a test result after having been tested; or  

(f) the person has received a positive test and has not received evidence from a 

medical practitioner or a responsible officer certifying that the person has 

recovered from COVID-19 within the meaning of the COVID-19 Series of 

National Guidelines.   

22. Direct contact means:  

(a) more than 15 minutes of face-to-face contact in any setting; or  

(b) more than 2 hours in the same room.  

23. Direction includes a quarantine direction and any other direction under the Act or the 

Public Health Act 2016 (WA), whether the direction is given orally or in writing.  

24. Emergency officer has the same meaning that it has in the Public Health Act 2016 (WA).  

25. Enter means:  

(a) disembark from an affected aircraft onto land anywhere in Western Australia 

and leave the terminal or airstrip where the plane landed; or  



 

 
 

(b) disembark from an affected vessel onto land anywhere in Western Australia; or  

(c) cross the border into Western Australia by rail; or 

(d) cross the border into Western Australia by road; or  

(e) cross the border into Western Australia by any other means.   

26. G2G Pass Declaration means an application for entry to Western Australia via the G2G 

Pass Platform which includes:  

(a) the person's name, date of birth, phone number, address and email address; and 

(b) if the person is an adult, evidence of identity if requested; and 

(c) the location of the suitable premises where the person will undertake self-

quarantine, if applicable; and 

(d) any other information or documents which the person is prompted by the G2G 

Pass Platform to provide; and  

(e) the date that the person proposes to enter Western Australia; and 

(f) the declaration.  

27. G2G Pass Entry QR code means:  

(a) subject to paragraph (b), a QR code transmitted to the person via the G2G Pass 

Platform or via the email address that the person provided through the G2G Pass 

Platform in response to their G2G Pass Declaration; or  

(b) in the event that the person is required by paragraph 5(b) to submit an updated 

G2G Pass Declaration, a QR code transmitted to the person via the G2G Pass 

Platform or via the email address that the person provided though the G2G Pass 

Platform in response to their updated G2G Pass Declaration.   

28. G2G Pass Platform means the G2G Pass website available at 

https://www.g2gpass.com.au or the G2G Pass app available for download from the App 

store for Apple devices and Google Play for Android devices.  

29. Health screen means any health related questions asked by a responsible officer or an 

authorised officer or otherwise through the G2G Pass Declaration or updated G2G Pass 

Declaration.  

https://www.g2gpass.com.au/


 

 
 

30. International arrival means a person who, in the 14 days before the person enters 

Western Australia:  

(a) has been in a place that is outside Australia other than New Zealand; or  

(b) has been in New Zealand and has not entered Western Australia via another 

Australian State or Territory.  

31. Modified quarantine direction means: 

(a) the directions set out in Schedule 4 to these directions if a person entered 

Western Australia to: 

(i) provide care to a dependent person who resides in Western Australia; 

or 

(ii) receive care from a person who resides in Western Australia; or 

(iii) attend a funeral service; or 

(iv) visit a relative who has had a serious medical episode or whose death 

is imminent; or 

(v) receive urgent and essential medical treatment; or 

(vi) comply with an order of an Australian court; or 

(b) a direction entitled "Modified Quarantine Direction" that requires quarantine 

but on terms different to the self-quarantine requirements and which is sent to 

the person via the G2G Pass Platform or to the email address they nominated 

through the G2G Pass Platform.  

32. Oral or written notice means notice by oral or written means (including by text message 

or other electronic means) or by a combination of those means.  

33. Parent, in relation to a child, includes a guardian or person with parental responsibility 

for the child.  

34. Positive test means oral or written notice from a responsible officer that the person has 

tested positive for COVID-19, irrespective of whether the person has in fact tested 

positive for COVID-19. 

35. Quarantine requirements means any of:  

(a) the self-quarantine requirements; or  



 

 
 

(b) a modified quarantine direction; or  

(c) the centre quarantine requirements; or  

(d) the children requirements; or 

(e) a requirement to quarantine under or pursuant to a specified arrangement.  

36. Relevant officer means: 

(a) an authorised officer; or 

(b) an emergency officer; or 

(c) a responsible officer. 

37. Responsible officer means:  

(a) an officer, employee or contractor of the Department of Health; or 

(b) an officer, employee or contractor of a health service provider, as that term is 

defined by section 6 of the Health Services Act 2016 (WA); or  

(c) any other person authorised by the Chief Health Officer orally or in writing to 

perform a function for the purposes of these directions,  

and includes a person performing the same or a similar function as a responsible officer 

in another place, whether in Australia or outside Australia.  

38. Restricted location means: 

(a) Victoria. 

39. Self-quarantine requirements means the requirements set out in Schedule 1 to these 

directions.   

40. Specified arrangement means one of the following directions, as amended or replaced 

from time to time:  

(a) the Chevron FIFO Worker Directions (No 2); 

(b) the Flight Crew Directions; 

(c) the Maritime Crew Directions; 

(d) the Rig or Platform Directions; 

(e) the Transiting Aircraft Passengers Directions; 



 

 
 

(f) the Transport, Freight and Logistics Directions (No 2); 

(g) the Woodside FIFO Worker Directions (No 2);  

(h) the Yongah Hill Immigration Detainees Directions. 

41. Suitable premises means premises which meet the following criteria:  

(a) they are suitable for the person to reside in for a period ending fourteen (14) 

days after the day on which the person enters Western Australia; and  

(b) if the person is or is likely to be required by a direction to present for testing, 

they are close enough to a place where testing can occur in accordance with a 

direction to enable the person to comply with that direction; and  

(c) they enable the person quarantining there to have access to a bedroom, and 

preferably a bathroom, without the need to share them with any other person 

who is not also quarantining there; and  

(d) food and medication can be delivered to them as required without the need to 

come into contact with the person quarantining there.  

42. Supervised quarantine means quarantine undertaken under the supervision of medical 

or other staff of, or engaged by, the Australian State or Territory in which the period of 

quarantine in relation to COVID-19 was completed.  

Example: a level of supervision equivalent to the supervision provided for by a centre 

direction would constitute supervised quarantine. 

43. Symptoms means any one or more of the following:  

(a) a fever of 37.5 degrees or above; or  

(b) a recent history of fever; or  

(c) symptoms of acute respiratory infection (including, but without limitation, 

shortness of breath, a cough or sore throat); or  

(d) a loss of smell or taste.  

44. Test result means oral or written notice from a responsible officer of the result of a test.  

45. Test and tested means a test for COVID-19 and tested for COVID-19 respectively but 

for the purposes of paragraphs 4 and 21 of these directions does not include a test 



 

 
 

conducted on a person who did not have symptoms at the time the test was undertaken 

provided that the test was conducted as part of:  

(a) a structured programme for large-scale screening for COVID-19 established by 

a Government of, or a Department of Health in, an Australian State or Territory; 

or  

(b) routine testing of workers by an employer and the person was required to be 

tested in the course of their employment. 

46. Updated G2G Pass Declaration means a G2G Pass Declaration which reflects any 

change in circumstances.  

47. Vessel means a ship, boat or any other kind of vessel capable of travelling on water.  

SPECIFIED INFORMATION 

48. For the purposes of the definition of "relevant information' in section 72A(1) of the Act, 

I specify the information required to be provided in the G2G Pass Declaration and an 

updated G2G Pass Declaration.  

PENALTIES  

It may be an offence not to comply with any of these directions, punishable by imprisonment 

for up to 12 months or a fine of up to $50,000.  

 
 
 
  



 

 
 

SCHEDULE 1 

Self-Quarantine Requirements 

1. You must travel as soon as possible and by the most direct route available and without 

stopping except as required by law or necessary for fuel or rest to suitable premises.  

2. You must travel to the suitable premises: 

(a) in your own vehicle or a private vehicle; or 

(b) by taxi or rideshare service; or 

(c) in another way which an authorised officer orally directs you to take, and 

for the avoidance of doubt, you must not travel to the suitable premises using any form 

of mass public transport, such as a bus or train. 

3. You must wear a face mask if available and practicable from when you enter Western 

Australia until you arrive at the suitable premises. 

4. As soon as you arrive at the suitable premises, you must remain inside them for a period 

ending fourteen (14) days after the day on which you entered Western Australia unless: 

(a) you are given another direction which you are required by law to obey; or 

(b) you must leave them to escape an immediate threat to your safety. 

5. If your suitable premises are an allocated room or apartment or other similar 

accommodation at an accommodation facility, you must remain inside your allocated 

room or apartment or other similar accommodation, and not enter any shared facilities or 

common property at the accommodation facility. 

6. If you leave the suitable premises to escape an immediate threat to your safety, you must: 

(a) go no further from them than you have to in order to escape that threat; and 

(b) return to the suitable premises as soon as it is safe for you to do so; and 

(c) if you are unable to return to the suitable premises within an hour of leaving, 

telephone the police on 131 444 and inform them that you are subject to a self-

quarantine direction and had to leave the suitable premises. 

7. You must call 13 COVID (13 268 43) immediately if you develop or have recently 

experienced any one or more of these symptoms: 



 

 
 

(a) a fever of 37.5 degrees or above; or 

(b) a recent history of fever; or 

(c) symptoms of acute respiratory infection (including, but without limitation, 

shortness of breath, a cough or sore throat); or 

(d) loss of smell or loss of taste. 

Note: even though these symptoms may not be caused by COVID-19, calling that number 

to tell someone is essential to your safety and the safety of everyone and will help to 

ensure that you receive any treatment you need. 

8. While you are subject to these requirements, you must:  

(a) take all reasonable steps to keep at least 1.5 metres away from any other person; 

and 

(b) not allow any person to access your suitable premises unless the person: 

(i) is a relevant officer, or a person assisting a relevant officer; or 

(ii) accesses the suitable premises for medical or emergency purposes; or 

(iii) is required to access the suitable premises for the purpose of performing 

critical and time-sensitive maintenance at the suitable premises; or 

(iv) is acting in compliance with a direction or instruction given by a relevant 

officer; or 

(v) usually resides at the suitable premises, 

provided that no more than two persons access the suitable premises at any one 

time if they access the suitable premises in accordance with subparagraph (b)(i) 

to (iii). 

 
  



 

 
 

SCHEDULE 2 

Centre Quarantine Requirements 

1. You must travel as soon as possible and by the most direct route available and without 

stopping except as required by law or necessary for fuel or rest to the quarantine centre 

an authorised officer directs you to travel to (quarantine centre). 

2. You must travel to the quarantine centre in the way which an authorised officer orally 

directs you to take. 

3. You must wear a face mask if available and practicable from when you enter Western 

Australia until you arrive at the quarantine centre. 

4. You must remain inside an allocated room at the quarantine centre for a period of 14 days 

commencing from the date and time that you enter Western Australia (unless otherwise 

directed at the quarantine centre). 

5. You must immediately inform a person in authority at the quarantine centre if you 

develop or have recently experienced any one or more of these symptoms: 

(a) a fever of 37.5 degrees or above; or 

(b) a recent history of fever; or 

(c) symptoms of acute respiratory infection (including, but without limitation, 

shortness of breath, a cough or sore throat); or 

(d) loss of smell or loss of taste. 

Note: even though these symptoms may not be caused by COVID-19, informing a person 

in authority is essential to your safety and the safety of everyone and will help to ensure 

that you receive any treatment you need. 

6. During the period referred to in paragraph 4, you must:  

(a) take all reasonable steps to keep at least 1.5 metres away from any other person; 

and 

(b) not allow any person to access your allocated room at the quarantine centre 

unless the person: 

(i) is a relevant officer, or a person assisting a relevant officer; or 

(ii) accesses the allocated room for medical or emergency purposes; or 



 

 
 

(iii) is required to access the allocated room for the purpose of performing 

critical and time-sensitive maintenance; or 

(iv) is acting in compliance with a direction or instruction given by a relevant 

officer,  

provided that no more than two persons access the allocated room at any one 

time if they access the allocated room in accordance with subparagraph (b)(i) to 

(iii); and  

(c) keep the door to your allocated room closed at all times, except to the extent 

necessary: 

(i) to allow a person referred to in subparagraph (b) to enter the room; 

(ii) for receiving deliveries including meals, packages or medical treatment; 

or 

(iii) for the disposal of rubbish and the collection of linen at pre-arranged 

times. 

 Note: when you arrive at the quarantine centre you will be met by people who will 

explain to you what you need to do while you are at the quarantine centre. Please 

cooperate with them and comply with their directions. They are there to help and protect 

you and other members of the Western Australian community. 

 

  



 

 
 

SCHEDULE 3 

Children Requirements 

1. You must travel with your child as soon as possible and by the most direct route available 

and without stopping except as required by law or necessary for fuel or rest to:  

(a) suitable premises, if your child falls within paragraph 6 of the Controlled Border 

for Western Australia Directions; or 

(b) unless otherwise directed, an allocated room at a quarantine centre if your child 

falls within paragraph 7 of the Controlled Border for Western Australia 

Directions  

(relevant place).  

2. You must travel to the relevant place: 

(a) in your own vehicle or a private vehicle; or 

(b) by taxi or rideshare service; or 

(c) in another way which an authorised officer orally directs you to take, and 

for the avoidance of doubt, you must not travel to the relevant place using any form of 

mass public transport, such as a bus or train. 

3. You must wear a face mask if available and practicable from when you enter Western 

Australia until you arrive at the relevant place, and take all reasonable steps to ensure 

that your child does the same if your child is aged 12 years or above. 

4. As soon as you arrive at the relevant place, you and your child must remain inside the 

relevant place for a period ending fourteen (14) days after the day on which your child 

entered Western Australia unless: 

(a) you are given another direction which you are required by law to obey; or 

(b) you or your child must leave them to escape an immediate threat to his or her 

or your safety. 

5. If your relevant place falls within paragraph 1(a) and is an allocated room or apartment 

or other similar accommodation at an accommodation facility, you and your child must 

remain inside your allocated room or apartment or other similar accommodation, and not 

enter any shared facilities or common property at the accommodation facility. 



 

 
 

6. If you or your child must leave the relevant place to escape an immediate threat to his or 

her or your safety, you must ensure that: 

(a) whoever leaves goes no further from the relevant place than he or she has to in 

order to escape that threat; and 

(b) whoever leaves returns to the relevant place as soon as it is safe to do so; and 

(c) if either or both of you are unable to return to the relevant place within an hour 

of leaving, you telephone the police on 131 444 and inform them that whoever 

is unable to return is subject to a quarantine direction and had to leave the 

relevant place. 

7. You must immediately inform a person in authority at the quarantine centre, or otherwise 

call 13 COVID (13 268 43), if you or your child develop or have recently experienced 

any one or more of these symptoms: 

(a) a fever of 37.5 degrees or above; or 

(b) a recent history of fever; or 

(c) symptoms of acute respiratory infection (including, but without limitation, 

shortness of breath, a cough or sore throat); or 

(d) loss of smell or loss of taste. 

Note: even though these symptoms may not be caused by COVID-19, informing a person 

in authority or calling 13 COVID (13 268 43) is essential to your and your child's safety 

and the safety of everyone and will help to ensure that you and your child receive any 

treatment needed. 

8. During the period you and your child must remain at the relevant place, you must:  

(a) take all reasonable steps to keep both you and your child at least 1.5 metres 

away from any other person except for each other; and 

(b) not allow any person to access the relevant place unless the person: 

(i) is a relevant officer, or a person assisting a relevant officer; or 

(ii) accesses the relevant place for medical or emergency purposes; or 

(iii) is required to access the relevant place for the purpose of performing 

critical and time-sensitive maintenance at the relevant place; or 



 

 
 

(iv) is acting in compliance with a direction or instruction given by a relevant 

officer; or 

(v) usually resides at the suitable premises, 

provided that no more than two persons access the relevant place at any one 

time if they access the suitable premises in accordance with subparagraph (b)(i) 

to (iii); and 

(c) if your relevant place falls within paragraph 1(b), keep the door to your allocated 

room closed at all times except to the extent necessary:  

(i) to allow a person referred to in subparagraph (b) to enter the room;  

(ii) for receiving deliveries including meals, packages or medical treatment; 

or  

(iv) for the disposal of rubbish and the collection of linen at pre-arranged 

times.  

Note: when you arrive at the quarantine centre you will be met by people who will 

explain to you what you need to do while you are at the quarantine centre. Please 

cooperate with them and comply with their directions. They are there to help and 

protect you and other members of the Western Australian community. 

 

  



 

 
 

SCHEDULE 4 

Modified Quarantine Directions 

1. You must travel as soon as possible and by the most direct route available and without 

stopping except as required by law or necessary for fuel or rest to suitable premises.  

2. You must travel to the suitable premises: 

(a) in your own vehicle or a permitted vehicle; or 

(b) by taxi or rideshare service; or 

(c) in another way which an authorised officer orally directs you to take, and 

for the avoidance of doubt, you must not travel to the suitable premises using any form 

of mass public transport, such as a bus or train. 

3. You must wear a face mask if available and practicable from when you enter Western 

Australia until you arrive at the suitable premises. 

4. As soon as you arrive at the suitable premises, you must remain inside them for a period 

ending fourteen (14) days after the day on which you entered Western Australia unless: 

(a) you are given another direction which you are required by law to obey; or 

(b) you must leave them to escape an immediate threat to your safety in accordance 

with paragraph 6; or 

(c) you leave the suitable premises for the purpose of travelling to a particular 

place in accordance with paragraph 7 in order to either: 

(i) provide care to a dependent person who resides in Western Australia; or 

(ii) receive care from a person who resides in Western Australia; or 

(iii) attend a funeral service; or 

(iv) visit a relative who has had a serious medical episode or whose death is 

imminent; or 

(v) receive urgent and essential medical treatment; or 

(vi) comply with an order of an Australian court, 

as nominated in your G2G Pass Declaration or updated G2G Pass Declaration 

(whichever is applicable) or otherwise indicated to an authorised officer 



 

 
 

(relevant purpose), in accordance with paragraph 5 of the Controlled Border 

for Western Australia Directions; or 

(d) you leave the suitable premises to leave Western Australia in accordance with 

paragraph 8. 

5. If your suitable premises are an allocated room or apartment or other similar 

accommodation at an accommodation facility, you must remain inside your allocated 

room or apartment or other similar accommodation, and not enter any shared facilities or 

common property at the accommodation facility. 

6. If you leave the suitable premises to escape an immediate threat to your safety, you must: 

(a) go no further from them than you have to in order to escape that threat; and 

(b) return to the suitable premises as soon as it is safe for you to do so; and 

(c) if you are unable to return to the suitable premises within an hour of leaving, 

telephone the police on 131 444 and inform them that you are subject to a self-

quarantine direction and had to leave the suitable premises. 

7. You may leave your suitable premises to travel to the particular place or places for the 

relevant purpose, provided that: 

(a) unless you are attending a private residence, you seek approval in advance from 

a person in authority at the particular place and notify them that you are subject 

to a self-quarantine direction and comply with any requirements of that place; 

and 

(b) you travel in a permitted vehicle to the particular place or places by the most 

direct and practicable route available and without stopping, except as required 

by law or necessary for fuel; and 

(c) while you are at the particular place or places, you remain there, and only for so 

long as is reasonably necessary for the relevant purpose; and 

(d) if you are required to travel from one particular place to another particular place 

for the relevant purpose while you are not at your suitable premises, you comply 

with the terms in subparagraph (a) to (c); and 

(e) following your attendance at the particular place or places, you travel in a 

permitted vehicle to the suitable premises by the most direct and practicable 



 

 
 

route available and without stopping, except as required by law or necessary for 

fuel; and 

(f) you comply with paragraph 10. 

Note: You must not visit cafes, restaurants, shopping centres, public parks, or any other place 

while you are not at your suitable premises if it is not essential or reasonably necessary to 

carry out the relevant purpose.  

8. You may leave your suitable premises for the purpose of leaving Western Australia, 

provided that: 

(a) when you need to travel to the departure terminal to embark on a departing 

flight, you travel in a permitted vehicle from the suitable premises to the 

departure terminal by the most direct and practicable route available and without 

stopping except as required by law or necessary for fuel; and 

(b) as soon as you arrive at the departure terminal, you remain at the departure 

terminal until you leave on the departing flight; and 

(c) you board the departing flight when it is possible to do so and remain on the 

departing flight until it takes off; and 

(d) if you are unable to leave Western Australia on the departing flight for any 

reason, you contact an authorised officer as soon as possible and ask for a 

direction and comply with any direction given. 

9. You must call 13 COVID (13 268 43)  immediately if you develop or have recently 

experienced any one or more of these symptoms: 

(a) a fever of 37.5 degrees or above; or 

(b) a recent history of fever; or 

(c) symptoms of acute respiratory infection (including, but without limitation, 

shortness of breath, a cough or sore throat); or 

(d) loss or smell or loss of taste. 

Note: even though the symptoms may not be caused by COVID-19, calling this number 

is essential to your safety and the safety of everyone and will help to ensure that you 

receive any treatment you need. 



 

 
 

10. At all times while you are in Western Australia, you must: 

(a) take all reasonable steps to keep at least 1.5 metres away from any other person; 

and 

(b) not allow any person to access your suitable premises unless the person: 

(i) is a relevant officer, or a person assisting a relevant officer; or 

(ii) accesses the suitable premises for medical or emergency purposes; or 

(iii) is required to access the suitable premises for the purpose of performing 

critical and time-sensitive maintenance at the suitable premises; or 

(iv) is acting in compliance with a direction or instruction given by a relevant 

officer; or 

(v) usually resides at the suitable premises, 

provided that no more than two persons access the suitable premises at any one 

time if they access the suitable premises in accordance with subparagraph (b)(i) 

to (iii); and 

(c) wear a face mask, if practicable and available, when you are travelling or in an 

enclosed space outside of your suitable premises ; and 

(d) when coughing or sneezing, do so into your elbow or a tissue; and 

(e) wash your hands often with soap and water or using alcohol hand rub, 

particularly before and after attending a bathroom. 

DEFINITIONS 

11. Funeral service means an official ceremony or memorial service for a deceased person 

that can be travelled to by a motor vehicle in one hour or less, but does not include, for 

the avoidance of doubt, a wake or other associated gathering. 

12. Particular place means any place that is essential or reasonably necessary for you to 

attend in order to carry out the relevant purpose. 

13. Person in authority means: 

(a) if you are receiving care, the manager of the relevant facility at which you are 

receiving the care; and 

(b) if you are attending a funeral service, the funeral director; and 



 

 
 

(c) if you are visiting a relative who has had a serious medical episode or whose 

death is imminent: 

(i) at an aged care facility, the manager of the aged care facility; or 

(ii) at a medical facility, the Nurse Manager of the relevant ward; and 

(d) if you are seeking urgent and essential medical treatment, the Nurse Manager 

of the relevant ward or the relevant doctor at the medical facility; and 

(e) if you are complying with an order of an Australian court, a court officer at the 

relevant court; and 

(f) in any other circumstance, the owner, operator or person apparently in charge 

of that place. 

14. Permitted vehicle means: 

(a) for the purposes of paragraph 2(a), a vehicle in which you and any other persons 

with whom you entered Western Australia are the sole occupants other than a 

driver; or 

(b) for the purposes of paragraph 7, a vehicle in which you are the sole occupant 

other than a driver, unless you are providing or receiving care and it is 

reasonably necessary for other persons to be in the vehicle; or 

(c) for the purposes of paragraph 8, a vehicle in which you and any other persons 

with whom you are leaving Western Australia are the sole occupants other than 

a driver. 
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